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Abstract. In the last period, the mass and heat transfer processes are important subject,
especially in the cooling and freezing food product domain. The past years literature’ study reveals an
increasing interest for controlling and freezing front propagation in these kind practices especially
from the energy saving reasons. During the time a series of empirical approaching were developed
(Lovatt, Dorodnitsyn). The present paper exposes a particular investigation for such specific
processes, in order to succeed in finding out a representation for the freezing conservation technology,
in our particular case, the strawberry freezing process.
In our previous papers, by considering a series of initial samples with known physics
parameters, were applied specific identification procedures on the experimental data sets, in order to
succeed in finding a mathematical representation of the bijective link between the neural network
nodes ‘weights approaching and the material physics parameters.
In the present paper, it was developed a preliminary numerical model in order to succeed in
reaching the temperature evolution’ assessment during a free cooling process. For such a complex
process as the fruits freezing conservation procedure, the necessary numerical model, for the first
order of approximation, was complicated enought. The numerical results and the obtained correlations
are encouraging and allow considering this preliminary procedure for such non-linear system to be
further developed. In this way, we should improve the freezing front shift assessment in order to
succeed in reaching good evolution estimations.
In the present paper, we present the preliminary results of our work, pointing our numerical
model performances.
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INTRODUCTION
In the last period, the mass and heat transport process are important subject, especially
in the industrial domain (Lovatt, Dorodnitsyn). Immediate applications of these transfer
phenomena grow their importance and interest particularly by the energy saving reason. In
this way, during the last two decades, a series of empirical approaching had been developed,
starting from a simple theoretical advance (Stancu, Puscasu) to a very beautiful discussion
over the symmetry transformation of the heat transfer equation (Dorodnitsyn).
In our days, many modern investigation methods from different knowledge domains
were imported and applied on different research areas. In this order, in the physics research
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domain, a contemporary growing interest is suitable to system identification procedures
implementation from automatics domain (Stancu, Puscasu). This practice, beside its’
mathematical model results, offer a great opportunity - the persistent interest in developing
more reliable and straightforward experimental methods which actually requires expensive
experimental devices request different approaching strategies. By opposite, using
mathematical methods, could be solved a series of applicative problems with a minimal
experimental research effort.
Starting from this interdisciplinary approaching strategy, the aim of this paper is to
expose an exploratory closer link between the physics depiction basing on the Newton’s and
Fourier laws for a numerical model of heat transfer and neural network employing procedure.
Using a Hotlinger Spider 8 platform data acquisition system (Murariu, Petculescu) and
corresponding software developed procedures set for system identification (Murariu, Puscasu)
we succeed in reaching the mathematical model and the transfer function for these phenomena
in the phase changing domain (Murariu, Puscasu).
This paper is organized as follows: in the second part are exposed the main
characteristics of used method. A special part is devoted to discuss the link between the first
rank differential equations’ solutions and non-concurrent neural network using. In the third
part is exposed our estimations for the freezing front shift.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
For evaluating the heat flux amount between a physics system and the exterior
environment with the characteristic temperature mT , is considered the energy transfer
Newton’s law:
dt)TT(SQ m (1)
where  is the heat transmit coefficient while S is the surface transfer. The temperature
evolution is then easily evaluated in the hypothesis of constant coefficients and environment
temperature. In these particular conditions, the temperature progress is described by the well
known relation
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where c is the specific heat magnitude (Murariu, Toma, Puscasu)
Considering a spherical symmetric model, which is the case for the most common
studied systems, the physics proprieties present a radial dependence. In this way, the Laplace
equation of heat transfer process, could be expressed in this spherical coordinates system
{ r , , }. In this situation, the Laplace operator is written as (Murariu, Toma):
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In the above approximation of spherical symmetry for our system )(rTT  , the Laplace
law could be written as
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In the case of radial dependence of conductivity coefficient, the equation that could be
written as [4]:
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where k is the conductivity coefficient, m - is a geometrical coefficient which for spherical
structures has magnitude 2 (Lovatt, Murariu).
For solving, it should be revealed the initial condition which is the temperature’s
distribution in the entire system at the initial time moment. This implies the necessity of
imposing boundary conditions and initial state.
The written equations form a non-linear system. Basing on this system, it is possible to
obtain the temperature evolution during the time. For a numerical solving of the above
equation, each derivative is replaced by a relative differential expression and the r variable
domain is divided in N parts, for each one defining a correspondent volume element with a
constant width r . In the same time, the time domain is divided in constant time intervals
 . In this way, we could use  nt , (0≤n) and we will use a scalar field niT , which will
represent the temperature at the point position rir  )1( at the time moment  nt . A
physics magnitudes’ distribution could be simple represent using a spherical foliation
structure .Considering the notation
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For the particular case of a source less system with constant conductivity coefficient,
the relation (6) could be written as:    nnnn TTfTTf ,2,11,21,1 11   (7)
For the general case of a source less system with non-constant conductivity coefficient the
equations (2) and (6) become (Lovatt, Murariu):
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and respectively, for the surface layer
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On the other hand, this is a classical system squashed on a constant temperature
environment. For physics system dumped on step exterior action, could be found out the non-
parametrical mathematical model using specific identification methods. The main difficulty
becomes from the phase changing process which is involved.
During a phase transition of a given medium certain properties of the medium change,
often discontinuously, as a result of some external condition, such as temperature, pressure,
and others.
Phase transitions occur when the thermodynamic free energy of a system is non-
analytic for some choice of thermodynamic variables (cf. phases). This condition generally
stems from the interactions of a large number of particles in a system, and does not appear in
systems that are too small.
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At the phase transition point (for instance, freezing point) the two phases of a
substance, liquid and ice, have identical free energies and therefore are equally likely to exist.
Below the freezing point, the liquid is the more stable state of the two.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Using a Hotlinger Spider 8 Data Acquisition System [9] for case of samples with
known characteristics and basing on the experimental data sets was investigated the
hypothesis that such processes are described by first order mathematical model.
a. b. c.
Fig. 1. Experimental data for: a) stationary regime, b) fixed sub-layer; c) fluid sub-layer
The best result for our iterative approaching are given in Figure 2, 3 and 4 where we
represent in dotted lines the experimental data set for temperature evolution in time for the
middle layer at 5 mm and 10 mm profundity from surface and the theoretical temperature
assessment in solid lines, at the same depth, using our identified coefficients.
Fig. 2. Comparison between experimental data set of temperature evolution and the theoretical estimation at the
surface of the fruit
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The single part which could rise some problems is the nucleation zone where is
realized a phase changing process. Nucleation is the extremely localized budding of a distinct
thermodynamic phase. Most nucleation processes are physical, rather than chemical, but a
few exceptions do exist (e.g. electrochemical nucleation). This point of view was the main
reason to adopt such approaching based on numerical model method.
Nucleation normally occurs at nucleation sites on surfaces contacting the liquid or
vapor. Liquids cooled below the maximum heterogeneous nucleation temperature (melting
temperature), but which are above the homogeneous nucleation temperature (pure substance
freezing temperature) are said to be super-cooled. Homogeneous nucleation occurs
spontaneously and randomly, but it requires superheating or super-cooling of the medium.
Fig. 3. Comparison between experimental data set of temperature evolution and the theoretical estimation at
5mm depth from the surface of the fruit
Nucleation generally occurs with much more difficulty in the interior of a uniform
substance, by a process called homogeneous nucleation. The creation of a nucleus implies the
formation of an interface at the boundaries of a new phase.
Tab. 1
The performance of the numerical model and the goodness of the fitted functions
Distance downward At the surface 5 mm depth 10 mm depth
SSE 922.4 1016b 1136
R-square: 0.9873 0.9858 0.9832
Adjusted R-square: 0.9872 0.9857 0.9831
RMSE: 0.7493 0.7864 0.8316
Some energy is consumed to form an interface, based on the surface energy of each
phase. If a hypothetical nucleus is too small (known as an unstable nucleus or "embryo"), the
energy that would be released by forming its volume is not enough to create its surface, and
nucleation does not proceed
Super-cooling brings about super-saturation, the driving force for nucleation. This
change in free energy is balanced by the energy gain of creating a new volume, and the
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energy cost due to creation of a new interface. When the overall change in free energy, ΔG is
negative, nucleation is favored.
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Fig. 4. Comparison between experimental freezing front shift and the preliminary numerical model evaluation
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we discuss in a comparative mode, our preliminary numerical approach
made to evaluate the temperature evolution. Using finite element approaching, the
correspondence with experimental records is good enough and could be included, in this
preliminary stage, even the phase transformation. For the evaluation of the heat flow
magnitude, numerical approaching is the ordinary method used for such estimation. For a
future work should be analyzed the way to be able to compute such heat flows using only the
neural network model.
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